Scientifically and accredited conclusions as an Indian that .has some

idea to the knowledge that has researched the documentation, I personally
could take my family and make a safe journey throught the coming Global
Catastrophe that will end as an Ice Age.
BUT! Some Indian tribes have songs and dances that describe the
conditions of such a Global Catastrophe. One such song, is the one that
tells of the Shark that shows Indians leaving the Continent of MU which
is undergoing a Catastrophe, where to go to be safe.
Any normal person takes the story as legend, but to the Indian it is
a clue that makes the story, as a way to a solution.
THE SHARK, which has no prejudices, no hates, no likes or dislikes,
to no malice and doesn't know how/choose anyone's side would then escape
any type of pains; would be pure in heart. It would have the right to
be a TIME FISH. It would have the right to escape the Catastrophe. SHARKS
as a community, have a ritual in which they swim in a circle. Civilized
people hate to give any creature credit for having any type of knowledge
or intelligence. Tribal Clan Teachings have a language spoken by humans
that sets up a communication system between humans and certain animals.
To now include the SHARK plus everything ever written about the
Indian of the America's', plus what has been presented so far“, all combined
we have sti_ll_ omitted THE VERO and MELBOURNE MAN, a Archeaology~ find. I
In fact, THE VERO and MELBOURNE MAN has been omitted from all sciences
of' Antiquity, Anthropology, Archeaology, and Geology. WHY? Because the
Indian of the Amer‘ica's has not changed in body structure and lifestyles
since the begífnning of TI?/EE. The Indian cannot be included in
THEORY .OF FVOLTJTION.
I Às an Indian of the Amer'ica's, a descendant of che Ancients, must
take a long iook at THE VERO and MELBOURNE MAN, not because they were
petnìfíed Indians but because it answered unknowns and brought me back

